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Insurance consultant-cum new-age guru navigates the brave world of spiritual communication, his identity
dissolving into the characters that follow him as he attempts to re-awaken with his own enlightenment.
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75 words (500 characters)
Inspired by ‘Elephant Consciousness’, Clark Duke has created Virtology, an internet religion with which he plans
to enlighten and change the world for the better.
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To his delight he attracts thousands of followers, among them a gender-confused teen, an over-zealous journalist and a threatening character who seems to share a psychic connection.
Clark’s house burns down under suspicious circumstances – he hooks his boat to his van and heads out on an
evangelical mission of absurd and tragic outcomes.

D IRECT O R S S TATE M ENT

A B O U T T H E P R O D U CTI O N (notes from Darcy Gladwin)

Godplex is not a film about religion. It uses the idea of religion as a vehicle to explore the psyche of a well-meaning
yet inept character whose goals are perverted by unresolved subconscious agency. Clark Duke is a man engaged in
a “mission” that he is not meant for, running counter to the popular dogma of “you can do or be anything you want, if
you try just hard enough.” The consequences of actions range from inconsequential to life altering. Godplex amplifies
these ideas, dramatically and absurdly, through a combination of comedy, tragedy and horror motifs.

The genesis of the film idea was when Shane Hollands and I were travelling New Zealand as performers. I produce
electronic music and together with Shane’s poetry we performed many times in multiple tours. The other member of
our party was an evangelistic drum and bass producer with a penchant for comedic representation, who helped to
inspire this story.

Shane and I have worked together on many events where I performed live electronic music and Shane performed
his poetry. Godplex was partially inspired by our experiences touring NZ. We viewed ourselves as creative ‘messiahs’, asking people to attend our shows and potentially become ‘fans’. I saw in Shane the potential as an onscreen
personality, with unique physical attributes, and gifted with words. Production alternated between Melbourne and
New Zealand with one - three slates per year. Cinematographers Giles McNeill and Dominic Fryer were supported by
available crew and likewise talent. I undertook the role of editor working with sound designer Kahra Scott-James.
Godplex has provided me essential experience and credits in feature directing, producting, writing and editing. This
confidence and knowledge will be directly applied to new projects, so that I can produce long and shortform with a
quicker turn-around. Two current projects are socio-political studies, one being satire / black comedy and the other
experiential documentary . . .

D ARCY G LA D W IN B I O G RA P H Y
Darcy is an inter-media artist with an extensive background in design, photography and music. After working in the
communications and advertising industry Darcy migrated to filmmaking, receiving several awards for directing, editing
and cinematography. Alongside composing and performing cross-genre music, Darcy has had films screened in a
range of festivals. Godplex is his debut feature film, a tragi-comic narrative featuring Shane Hollands, a prominent
NZ performance poet and Melbourne artist / actor Marko Maglaic. Written, directed and edited by Darcy, Godplex explores anxiety, delusion and disillusionment and concludes what might be best described as a psychological cinematic
interrogation of identity diffusion and the psycho-technological interface.

D IRECT O R ’ S F IL M O G RA P H Y

(selected)

‘WELCOME TO CINEMA’ – Homage to cinema,edit from personal archive
Melbourne International Film Festival (MiFF) finalist 2011
‘HENRY’ – 24 min. drama
Longest Night Film Festival, June 2011
NZ Film Archive Screening, June 2010
Fitzroy Shorts, Melbourne Oct 2005
Canary Gallery, Auckland Oct 2005
In on the Filmmaker Festival, Melbourne 2005
Premiere at the ‘Classic’ Auckland NZ 2004
‘ELECTRIC OCEAN’ – 7min. short film
Winner best photography, best editing, nomination best director “Fifteen Minutes of Fame”, 1997
Short Fuse, Auckland 2001
‘RADz’ – 3x sub-60second ‘anti-ads’
Clermont Ferrand Film Festival & TV audiences (CNZ) 2001

I had been looking for the components of a possible feature for some time and looking at Shane, saw the potential of
his natural charisma and expressive ability. Coupling that with an absurd premise of starting a cult-religion and the
ideas began to flow rapidly.
As well as being a performance poet, Shane Hollands is dyslexic and suffers a degenerative bone condition. He shared
with me a vision that poetry should be more widely appreciated, that poetry doesn’t have to be lame. After all, poets
are the original storytellers and so I feel honoured that Shane shares his own poetry on two occasions within the film,
not to mention contributing several standout quotable lines of dialogue.
We began filming as the screenplay was in draft form and I subsequently relocated to Melbourne Australia. There I
met Marko Maglaic and a subplot was born. In a similar situation, Marko is an established fine arts painter and I saw
the potential for him as an onscreen persona. It is the strength of these artists as natural characters that bring so
much value to the film.
The production was staggered over 5 years as I worked to save money while developing the screenplay. Each year
the production resumed with new information, insight and crew as they were available. We created 3 day production
schedules which is what the cast and crew could tolerate under the tight financial and resource conditions.
I feel however that it is for the better that the production took its time as we found that new ideas, technique and
equipment came through which empowered the team. The two leads who had not acted in film before and it gave
them space to reflect and see what they were achieving on screen.
I cast professional actors around the leads which added an enormous amount of credibility and experience to what we
were doing. It gave confidence and showed us how easy filmmaking can be when the production logistics are in place.
Because the film was edited by myself, also the writer and director, the process took an extended period, including
private work-in-progress screenings and individual consultancy with many different people. This process dovetailed
well with the process of crating an extensive soundtrack.
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Full cast and crew credits in supplementary document available on request.

Shane Hollands
Shane is an innovator in the spoken word /performance poetry scene in New Zealand
for over a decade and is instrumental in New Zealand’s poetry-music cross-over renaissance. He has performed extensively throughout New Zealand and his work has been
published in ‘Live Lines’, ‘Side Stream’ and ‘Tongue In your Ear’.
He is a natural, charismatic character with enormous energy and passion for the arts
not only in the creation and delivery but also in management. As a dyslexic person with
a degenerative bone condition (Ankylosing Spondylitis), he is also a champion of the
disadvantaged.

Katie Bierwirth

Alison Walls

Katie is an actress and singer in theatre, tv and film including high profile
public performances in front of audiences of 10,000+

Alison is a dedicated theatre and film actress currently studying for her PhD
in Theatre at CUNY.

Shane operates on many levels, one of which includes frontman for the jazzbeat
poetry-rock band ‘Freaky Meat’, he founded the performance poetry showcase ‘The
Literatti’ and the creator of ‘The Kerouac Effect’ - NZ’s celebration of poetry with music
and Beat culture.

Marko Maglaic
Marko is a Melbourne artist and actor, who has become a favourite amongst art
collectors following solo shows at iconic Kozminsky (Melbourne) and Soho (Sydney)
galleries.
Croatian born artist Marko Maglaic believes his paintings come from a spiritual, logical, yet simultaneously chaotic, place. As an artist he strives to depict fact, myth, life,
love, death and the eternal struggle of mankind. For Maglaic the enemy is time, as love
or hate are of no consequence with its passing. He demands his art be thoroughly scrutinized by the viewer, to discover the works’ truthful emotions – to act as a kind of raw
sub-con- scious, opening up new truths and providing evidence of a higher existence.

The Literatti, Rethink Possible Worlds - review at www.theatreview.org.nz
Drawing from the fields of poetry, performance, music, dance and film, this elegant
work asks the question, as its by-line, “Who are you in the maze of life?”
Most of the poets (Miriam Barr, Shane Hollands, Daniel Larsen, Christian Jensen,
Simone Kaho, Jai MacDonald and Maddy King) are well known in the poetry scene of
Auckland, especially through the weekly Poetry Live venue – their competence is well
proven. The musicians (John McNab, Paul Williams and Rod Redgrave) also have a
good existing reputation.
I would describe Rethink Possible Worlds as “well padded and full”. It was like eating
a good meal: not so much that we are sore, not so little that we are still hungry.
The Litteratti have been an ongoing performance project for years so if you have the
opportunity to see them in the future, don’t miss out! They are worth it !

Maglaic’s art is tribal and graffiti-like. It has drawn comparison with Australian painter
David Larwill and the American artist Jean-Michel Basquiat (1960-1988). Like Larwill,
Maglaic’s humanoids are angry, sullen and bewildered, yet somehow manage to
possess serendipity. Their connection to each other is a kaleidoscope of irrational
relationships.
His picture plane is crowded with animated human figures, often mask-faced, arrows,
words, phrases, numbers, dogs and urban decay. Likewise with Basquiat, Maglaic
creates a dense, rich, glamour-strange mix of graffiti. The images and words lunge at
the viewer with striking faces and figures, colour strong and random yet subtle and
convulsively sophisticated.
Historical references to Maglaics’ art can be found in the abstract figuration of the late
1940s and 1950s through Paul Klee, Pablo Picasso, Jean Dubuffet, Pierre Alechinsky
and Adolph Gottlieb. From this group it is the work and philosophy of Jean Dubuffet
(1901- 1985), the French pioneer of anti-cultural art, which should be thoroughly
examined before evaluating Maglaic’s painting. Dubuffet’s canvases were scribbled
and scratched like the surfaces of old walls: ‘to bring all disparaged values into the
limelight’. The French artist was fascinated by the graffiti emblazoned on slum dwellings, which he believed read
of personal experience uninfluenced by cultural traditions. He claimed such works were
evidence of a power of originality which many people possess, but has been stifled by
educational training and social constraints.

“A film of grit and glitter. New Zealand’s own indomitable beat poet Shane Hollands in the lead is
genius casting and Darcy Gladwin, who began his career as a cutting-edge digital cinema practitioner
has proven his mettle as a high-concept avant garde film maker. Deeply inspiring work.”
– Tom Reilly, filmmaker

Martyna Witkowska
Martyna is based in Pittsburg and this is her début role as Vivienne,

Oskar Ohana
Oskar is Melbourne based guest actor
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(links to iMDB)

Campbell Cooley
Campbell has played a huge number of roles from ‘The Vertical Limit’ to arthouse
film ‘Wound’ . A regular on Xena Princess Warrior and many theatre, commercial and
voice-acting roles.

Gil Tucker
Australian veteran from ‘Mad Max’ through to staple character on regular TV show
‘Cop Shop’

Alison Walls, actor – interview May 2016
How did you get involved with Godplex ?
Actually i think it was pretty soon after I had moved back from New
York to Wellington, in 2006 and saw an audition and I was generally
looking at those things and went along. It was strange because, well
this is Wellington for you because it was at a house and I turned up and
the person who opened the door was a girl I went to school with.

John Sumner
Genevieve McLean
Genevieve has played numerous acting roles including the lead in a classic NZ film
“Kombi Nation”. She is a well-rounded artist being singer, poet and performer.

From New Zealand’s TV series ‘Spin Doctors’ to ‘King Kong’ and ‘District 9’, John is a
veteran support actor.

And after you’ve been to lots of auditions, nothing surprises me much,
and I knew it was definitely an indie film. It was very much an improvised audition. I was asked to improvise the scene in the park where
they’re drinking happy juice and go a little crazy.
So Godplex production went for quite a while, Darcy was returning from
Australia to New Zealand each year - how did that work ?
No lines. Basically, well every now and again there were lines. And I
always knew it was this ongoing thing but you’d sort of forget about it
and a year would go by and then I’d get an email from Darcy. I feel like
it’s this weird detour in my creative life so I think I’m quite glad to have
it there.

Do you think that there is room for films like Godplex in this conservative world of movies ?

Mika
Mick Innes
Mick Innes is an esteemed veteran actor and well-known in both New Zealand and
Australia. He spent his earlier years working in both the film and television industries
in Australia appearing in shows such as All Saints, Blue Heelers, Water Rats and
Home and Away. He became a well-known face playing ‘Darcy’, a series regular, on
Australia’s Echo Point.

He’s warmed up for Grace Jones in New york and entertained HRH Prince Charles at
the Palace of Holyroodhouse. He shocked audiences in the Oscar-winning film ‘The
Piano’, and penned the world’s first ever gay haka, Tenei Toku Ure (This Is My Penis).
A New Zealand classic performer, his far-reaching fan-base calls for him to perform
everywhere from Timaru to Tokyo, Mika has toured his critically-acclaimed live shows
to an astonishing seven Edinburgh Festivals.

I think there is maybe a nostalgia for the 80’s period and a lot of the
collaborators that Darcy surrounds himself with would really love to get
back to that sense of artistic community. I don’t know whether it’s possible, but it’s a really nice ideal. To just think of making art for arts sake.
And also the thing of like , I know a talented musician, I know someone
who acts, you know and bringing in all of these people. Darcy had kind
of his collection of arty acquaintances but it was probably about 50/50,
those people and people working for the most part professionally. So it
was sometimes an interesting clash of approaches.

By and large, the casting was great. It did seem like a mixture of
randoms from the neighborhood, and people who could act. How much
contact did you have with other cast members ?

Lutz Halbhubner
Lutz is an eclectic actor featuring in films from Florian Habicht through to Disney.

Well I suppose the people I mainly worked with wer Shane Hollands
and Elliott Travers. And so that was like the two poles because Shane
is that, that East Village 1980’s cliché you know poet, writer. And Elliot
is coming from the same background as I have, so that was definitely
different approaches, different expectations.

Elliot Travers
Lead role in NZ feature film ‘Eternity’, asst. director for Weta Films.

I think there were times that I wanted to sit him down and talk to him
about what would be the normal process. There was certainly, early on
he’d asked us to improvise . And because I knew he wasn’t recording
sound , I was going under the assumption that there was going to be a
music track over it and all he needed was the image. And then he made
a comment about how everything was really good. So when I realised
for one thing that I’d been improv’ing thinking the important thing was
that my mouth was moving and I had facial expressions, to realise
that actually that was going to go into film, but also realising that he
planned to ADR all of this material. And I’d done ADR before and know
that it’s really, really hard to sync up. Matching actual speech patterns,
I think also you can often tell, because for example when you’re recording outside , then in a studio the sound quality is totally different.
Because I’m an OCD actor, when I’m watching films or TV I’m always
looking for those moments, like, oh that line was done afterwards ...

Did you learn anything from being involved with Godplex ?
You know I would definitely say that one of the really interesting things,
and a really good challenge as an actor was this idea of coming back
to a part, with these huge gaps and working to reconnect with that
character and also each time, even if you havn’t been thinking about the
character, it was interesting to see how, I mean, sometimes you’ve been
informed of new things in the script or the overall plot so with that new
information, having a new perspective, it adds layers to a character in a
way that you don’t have with a shorter production period.

If Godplex achieved a cult following , do you think Darcy would survive
that, or would he implode from some weird introverted megalomania ?
I don’t think he would implode. I think this is something where he does
know himself . I think if you gave him a lot of money, chances are he
would use it to surround himself with people like production managers,
who can deal with all that shit that doesn’t really interest him I expect.
And that he can be the creative voice and the person who’s not just
willing but wants to make things weird which is what he brings to a
project.

There’s a small chance that Godplex could be a cult film and you’d
always be like the girl that was in that movie back when it was real.
Well if that happens, that’d be great.
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KAHRA SCOTT-JAMES – Sound design and mix
Kahra has 25 years media, arts and entertainment industry experience specializing in sound design and audio production. Screen
credits include short films, features, interactive movies, television
series, animation, webisodes, trailers / teasers, television commercials, corporate videos, documentaries, theatre, and video games.

High resolution image files DOWNLOAD godplexmovie.com/godplex_media_images.zip
To request any further imagery, please EMAIL godplexmovie@gmail.com

Her work is seen at a large number of international festivals with
awards from Denmark, Singapore, Korea, NZ, Canada, USA, and
Germany.
Currently completing PhD in Sound Design at RMIT Melbourne
Australia.
Philidelphia based composer ROSIE LANGABEER

Director Darcy Gladwin with 1stAD Rina Patel, Auckland

DOP Joel Frances @ Eagle’s Nest Theatre, Melbourne (Marko Maglaic in BG)

Rosie’s musical experimentations began at home as a child, these
days her methods are evolutionary with a large focus on improvisation and collaboration.
She holds a BMus in jazz composition from Massey University and
has received numerous commissions and arts grants including a
Bowerbird sound sculpture commission (2012), SOUNZ community
commission (2009), and two Barrymore awards – for outstanding
music and outstanding music direction (2011).
Veteran actor Mick Innes with Shane Hollands, Auckland

ZIRKUS BIZURKUS
Composer Rosie Langabeer created “Zirkus” as a big band making
an original and theatrical blend of exotica, free-jazz, soundscape
and circus music.
Featuring some of New Zealand’s most accomplished experimental musicians including Jeff Henderson, Chris O’Connor, Patrick
Bleakley, Hannah Griffin, Kate Telford, Zena Dawson, Anton
Wutts, Chris Clinch, Nick van Dijk, Gerard Crewdson and Chris
Palmer, with special performances by Nik Cox as the suspiciously
humanoid barking dog and angry ranter.

Production stylist Tabitha Frazer with actor Natalie Crane, Wellington

Production Manager Alex George with DOP Giles McNeill, Auckland

THE ALL SEEING
HAND
Turntablist extrordinnaire Alphabethead provides a densely woven
fabric of sounds parsed through filters working in everything from
orchestral gamelan and Inuit folk music to post-punk and electronica.
Jonny Marks is a true sonic explorer and high-energy front-person with
harmonically-rich, strange and new throat singing language.
B Michael Knight is trained in the energy of DIY punk and hardcore,
tightly binding the sound together with driving and frantic percussion.
The All Seeing Hand is progress. Conversion is progress.
The All Seeing Hand converts.

2016 POSTER

Featured star Axelotl (Supa Rupa) “Axle / Flash”
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Screen-space Website, Australia

Screen-space @ screen-space.squarespace.com
by Simon Foster
DARCY GLADWIN AND THE MUSINGS OF A WEB PROPHET

“... wonderful performances and breathtaking cinematography.“
Tony Ianiro, Backlot Studios

“Godplex is a very contemporary film in the tradition of the
surreal, comic, poetic, polemical, philosophical and bizarre
independent cinema.”
JOHN HUGHES

“… truly free and independent cinematic vision … a bracingly
unique film experience bound for cult status in years to come.“
“a visual storytelling style that is distinctly dense and complex. Recalling the avant-garde cinema of the 1980s and the
free-spiritedness of 1960s counter-culture art, Godplex looks
contemporary while evoking bohemian aesthetics and a Jack
Kerouac/Timothy Leary-type personality all its own.”

“This film manages to be realism, surrealism, and expressionism all at the same time.”
“...outrageously real and often stranger than fiction, a cult
masterpiece in the making.”
GENEVIEVE MCLEAN

SIMON FOSTER, SCREEN-SPACE

A film of grit and glitter. The myth of Godplex dovetails into its
backstory in the urban roots of the 00s music scene in Auckland. The New Zealand’s own indomitable beat poet Shane
Hollands in the lead is genius casting and Darcy Gladwin, who
began his career as a cutting-edge digital cinema practitioner
has proven his mettle as a high-concept avant garde film
maker. Deeply inspiring work.
TOM REILLY, FILMMAKER

‘Godplex’, a truly independent movie crafted in the Fellini
mould which I highly recommend – it tells of a middle aged
man who walks away from his empty life and stupid boss to
start his own quirky religion.
If you hate trippy movies nudging the avant garde then this is
not for you. If you love amazing cinematography, great sets,
marvellous tongue in cheek acting and being liberated from
tired plot-driven movies, it is.
Jazz people should all go because the soundtrack was created
by Rosie Langabeer and it is one of the star turns.
This movie is a perfect example of how the artistic spirit can
transcend the soul-destroying nonsense that Hollywood usually delivers. It is achieved on such a low budget that any sane
director would have fled after the first take – thankfully though
he and his crew stayed the course and competed the project.
Subtle humour and incredible beauty are tumbled together
with a kaleidoscopic circus of quirky characters.
JOHN FENTON

I thought Darcy Gladwin’s GodPlex was a stunning debut.
Beautifully filmed with the photogenic Shane Hollands as
the central character, Clarke, an everyman, guru, anti-hero
prepared to live under a cardboard box for his beliefs. The sets
were bohemian with an eighties feel of garrets, garages and
graffiti streets. Odd characters had guns and there was one
act of random violence I found shocking but I guess that was
the point. It was definitely a man’s film with women often portrayed as victims or groupies, redeemed a little by the reporter
and the speech from one woman about another woman’s right
to leave the group. It was busy and fast paced so I’d need to
see it again to get it all but it was certainly worth the fifty
minute drive there and back.
JUDITH LOCKE MCNEILL

I loved the consistency in acting. It’s amazing to see an actor
staying in character for almost a decade (Good on him, very
few commit to that). The edit & music was very creative, the
mise en scene was fantastic…I thought that every shot was
daring almost taking the audience to a completely different
place. I am glad that you DID NOT follow the usual, booooring
“conventional” film-making method. What I watched was a
completely different and new approach.
Noray Mohammed Neberay, filmmaker

At any time in film history, the emergence of a truly free and independent
cinematic vision has been cause for celebration. With his film Godplex, a surreal journey that follows a poet/prophet spruiking ‘internet religion’ across
the vastness of New Zealand, Darcy Gladwin embodies such a visionary. A
much younger man when filming began nearly a decade ago, Gladwin started
shooting guided only by a draft script and the vital personality and intellect of
his leading man and friend, beat poet Shane Hollands. Ahead of an intimate
screening of his film in Sydney’s inner-west, Gladwin spoke to SCREENSPACE from his London home…
“The story was inspired by our lives travelling as musicians throughout New
Zealand, realising the messianic qualities of what we were doing and that
the poet that I was travelling with could be a great screen persona,” says
Gladwin, a self-described ‘inter-media artist’, whose experience across music, photography, film and design led to him writing, directing and editing his
debut feature. A non-pro actor, Shane Hollands is a highly respected alternative culture figure in his homeland for his ‘Beat Generation’ poetry stylings;
his low-key charisma and live-reading experience made him a natural before
the camera. “Shane also has an encyclopaedic mind,” Gladwin says of his
friend (pictured, above: the director, left, with his star), who has conquered
dyslexia and deals with a degenerative bone condition to perform his unique
oratories, “so he brought a huge amount of knowledge (regarding) religion,
history, popular and alternative culture. There was continual research and
discussion (and) the result is a gut-feel composite.”
Hollands plays Clark Duke, an insurance consultant reborn as a new-age
spiritual guru when he launches an e-religion concept called Virtology. After
his home is destroyed by fire, he hits the road in an effort to define his own
inner enlightenment and talk up his philosophy, undertaking a journey that
soon attracts an eclectic mix of followers and doubters. Portraying Gladwin’s
fascinating cast of characters are such personalities as Melbourne-based
painter Marko Maglaic, Maori performance artist Mika, veteran Aussie
character actor Gil Tucker, actress Alison Walls and feature debutant Katie
Bierwirth. Pictured, right: Shane Hollands as Clark Duke / Satchimo
At the core of Clark’s musings is the notion of ‘Elephant Consciousness’, an
invention of Hollands that the director part-explains as, “They’re big, beautiful, oppressed beings, (yet are) the smartest animals on the planet. Shane
was toying with creating a religion in his backyard and struck up the Elephant
metaphor. Godplex was a lovely home for the idea to root and sprout.” A
narrative that examines the exploration of faith and spirituality fronted by a
poetic preacher will be labelled as an allegory of modern religion, but Gladwin is circumspect regarding any didactic intent. “(That is) a reading I would
ally with,” he concedes, “but I do hope that any lines found inside be wavy
and that preaching is quite far from the mode of cinema that I aspire to.”
The ethereal nature of Duke’s journey allowed Gladwin to create a visual storytelling style that is distinctly dense and complex. Recalling the avant-garde
cinema of the 1980s and the free-spiritedness of 1960s counter-culture art,
Godplex looks contemporary while evoking bohemian aesthetics and a Jack
Kerouac/Timothy Leary-type personality all its own. “It has been a great
struggle for me to identify where I sit in film culture, as I feel like an endless
explorer and nothing satisfies,” admits Gladwin. “As a low budget filmmaker,
I’m looking to create a cohesive visual style with resources at my grasp. So
finding environments and objects that don’t suck is a really important first
consideration.” He points out that the staging of key moments embraces
a vibrant use of composition. “I think that the Godplex cinematic frame is
conservative, which allows the content to speak clearly. Overall the style is
gut-feel, ‘Do-it-Yourself’, and I’ve enjoyed that a lot.” Pictured, above: Gladwin, on location
in Auckland, with AD Rina Patel

Given his debut feature took years to complete, Darcy Gladwin admits he
might do a couple of things differently on his next shoot. “I’ve heard that
producer-type people can be valuable additions to a team,” he says with a
laugh. He refused to let the long passages between production on the film
slow him down, stating proudly, “I continued to make and perform music,
shoot documentaries and music videos, and have a baby.” He regrets nothing
of the process that has resulted in a bracingly unique film experience bound
for cult status in years to come. “I loved the process of shooting over many
years,” he says, “because there was space for a lot of thought, learning and
reflection.”
GODPLEX will screen at The Record Crate, 34 Glebe Point Rd, Glebe on Thursday, March 2 at 7.00pm.
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Not the musical.
Wellington movie-in-the-making Godspell follows a failed insurance agent
intent on creating his own religion.
Darcy Gladwin felt like a messiah, so he decided to make a movie about
one.
The Wellington musician and film producer is in the midst of making his first
feature film. Godspell follows the story of frustrated insurance agent Clark
Duke, who sets out to communicate with elephants and create his own
online religion called Virtology.
Gladwin came up with the idea for the script on a musical tour of the country with performance poet Shane Holands, who plays the insurance agent.
“We were doing shows around the country, and we saw ourselves as
Messiahs,” Gladwin says. “We were going into places and saying ‘come
and see our stuff’. We were asking people to come and experience our
creations, and in that sense we were looking for followers.”
They embafrked on the Godspell journey two years ago, and Gladwin says
it will be ready for the cinema late next year. He plans to show it in film
festials, an dhopes to secure post production funding from the New Zealand
Film Commission.
Up until this point, all those involved in Godspell have done it for the love
of it.
“People have been really keen to help out and give time and resources. We
went straight in and made a quarter of Godspell, which established the
style and shows the quality level”, Gladwin says. “It’s pretty high quality for
such a low budget project.”
While part of the movie has been made in Melbourne where Gladwin is
primarily based, he’s returned to Wellington to complete it in the Capital.
He’s currently looking for local cast and crew to get involved at the end of
November.
Gladwin thinks a Kiwi audience whill be intrigued by the eccentric ideas in
the script, but says Godspell is also full of universal themes.
“It’s about a character that runs dry in his life and sets out on an absurd
journey of creation – it’s a self-discovery story,” he says. “He creates a
post-modern religion online, and it’s a cynical look at that whole idea –
anyone can create a belief system. What qualifies it is if one has followers
and that’s what makes it real.”
Duke certainly gains followers on his obscure journey to fine peace and
live with a herd of elephants. “The elephant is a symbol of the religion,”
Gladwin laughs. “He dress in a robe that looks like elephant hide, proposes
for a temple to be built out of elephant statues, and people buy into it.”
To keep up with Gladwin’s progress, or get involved in production, visit
www.godspell-movie.com
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It’s a multi-million dollar project that has so far
been shot on a shoe-string budget.
Godplex has been in production for years and
has consumed much of Bohemian director Darcy
Gladwin’s life in that time.
The movie tells the story of insurance agent Clark
Duke, who starts his own religion and attempts to
communicate with elephants.
The making of Godplex has turned into a saga all
of its own. Bits of it have been shot in Auckland,
Melbourne and India.
Now, production is again back on with the prospect
Godplex will be ready at the end of 2012.
Ali Ikram went down to the set to take a look.
Watch the video
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The events, characters and firms depicted in this motion picture are fictitious, any similarity to actual persons,
living or dead, or to actual firms is purely coincidental. No animal was harmed in the making of this film.
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